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8 Fierro Drive, Bargara, Qld 4670

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Type: House
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Genuine Offers Will Be considered

This magnificent executive style property has just so much on offer starting with the very impressive street appeal which

truly sets the expectation level for a home of this standing and this property certainly does not disappoint in anyway. 

Quality all the way is the first thing you will appreciate upon entering this simply outstanding property in one of Bargara's

most sought-after street locations. From the striking front facade to the wide entry to magical media room to the

expansive open plan layout to the very generous size bedrooms to the huge master bedroom overlooking the inviting

in-ground swimming pool to the fantastic under main roof entertaining area and the powered double bay shed at the rear

this home simply all you could ask for and more.Lifestyle plus is the perfect description for this wonderful home, with its

outstanding presentation, while being just so just to the local beaches and Bargara facilities and all being set on a private,

fully fenced, large 880 square metre allotment, with the home having been perfectly position to take full advantage of the

premium northerly aspect. There are just so many things about this outstanding property that reflect the care and

thought in it design and are amplified in the attention to detail and the build quality that can only be fully appreciated in

person.One of the main lasting impressions from inspecting this brilliant home is sure to be the way in which the perfect

blend of very functional open plan living that so seamlessly flows to the awesome outdoor entertaining area and fantastic

swimming pool while also offer the magical quite retreat of the media room and privacy and calmness of the bedroom's

location has been achieved.Add to this the kitchen that is sure to impress anyone with a flair for the culinary delights

complete with stone benchtop throughout and beautiful appointed bathrooms, walk through robe to the main bedroom

huge solar power system, fully deducted air-conditioning and solar hot water and you really do have a very special

opportunity here to acquire unique property that are just so hard to find in today's market.So be quick to Call Exclusive

Ray White Marketing John Price (Ph 0411 055 223) today!!! To arrange for your Inspection of the wonderful home.At a

glance Home • Heated swimming pool with inbuilt spa • Large 880m2 allotment• Huge solar power system• Fully ducted

air-con• Solar hot water system• Power to rear shed• Brilliant media roomLocation• Excellent location surrounded by

quality homes• Walking distance to local beaches• 2.7km to Bargara Central Shopping Centre• 15km to Bundaberg

Central• 8.4km to Mon Repos Turtle Centre*Disclaimer: In preparing this document we have used our best endeavours to

ensure that the information contained in this document is true and accurate, but accept no responsibility in respect to any

errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or misstatements contained in this document. Prospective Purchasers should make their

own enquiries to verify the information contained in the documents.*


